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Living organisms dissipate chemical ener回Tto generate vectorial work under isothermal con-
ditions. According to the CuriかPrigogineprinciple， coupling between scalar and vectorial vari-
ables is prohibited under isotropic conditions within the framework of linear non-equilibrium 
theory. It is important to clariかtheintrinsic machanism of energy transduction from scalar 
chemical energy into vectorial mechanical work. 
Recently， we reported the periodic motion of a droplet driven by Belousov-Zhabotinsky(BZ) 
reaction， which is well-known as an oscillatory chemcal reaction.[l] Under the well-stirred con-
ditions， BZ medium shows a rhythmic change between oxidized and reduced states. When the 
medium is allowed to stand without stirring， chemcal waves are generated spontaneously， form-
ing target or spiral patterns. It was reported that convective flow is induced by a change in 
interfacial tension between oxidized and reduced states in the BZ reaction. [2] Thus， the directed 
motion of BZ droplet is generated by chemical waves， which is regarded as a kind of chemcal 
engine working under isothermal conditions. However， the BZ droplet returns to the initial 
position， sototal moving distance is zero.[l] In this paper， we will show that a small object can 
be directionally transported by using a BZ reaction through the transmission of the chemical 
wave. 
We used exitable BZ medium to transport a small object. As an object， a piece of paper with 
the size of about 2mmx2mm were used . A chemical wave was initiated using a silver wire. The 
experimental system is shown in Fig. l(a). Figure l(b) shows the motion of the object自oa抗ti凶n
on the interface between BZ medium and oleic acid. To control the transportation of the object， 
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we genarated the chemical wave at another end. At first， the object wωmoved toward to the 
origin of the chemical wave， then stopped at the tail of the chemical wave， and it was attracted 
to the propagating wave. the chemical wave dissapeard by colliding with another one， and the 
objoct stopped at the present point. Thus， we could transport the object translationally. It can 
be said that chemcal energy is transduced into vectorial w-ork in this system. 
This result may be helpful for understanding the mechanism of chemo-mechanical enegy 
In the further study， we will compare the efficiency of this transduction in living systems. 
、 、 ， ， ，??， ， ， 、 、
system with the other ones. 
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Figure 1: Experimental results on transportaion of a piece of paper. (a) Experimental system. 
(b)Spatiかtemporalplot for directional intersection at the broken line in the upper picture. The 
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